
 

Judith Colman & Travis Baker  

Learning to Perform 
Performing to Learn 

Dear Singers 

We are very much looking forward to working with you on our INTER - BAY Course, 2nd - 6th August.  

Please take careful note of the information below. 

Drop off is from 9.15 outside Battle Abbey Gates, ready to start rehearsal at 9.30. 

Pick up at 17.30 is again, outside the Abbey Gates. Please let us know by email, or text, if you may be late. 
Either info@baycourses.co.uk or 07366 421921, but please be aware we are unlikely to respond immediately as 
we may be in rehearsal.  

Things to remember: 

A named water bottle. Please do not bring energy drinks, or fizzy drinks.  

Lunch and snacks - please bring a packed lunch. We do work very hard and take plenty of breaks, so lots of fruit 
and healthy nibbles. Singing is fun but hard work! 

Comfortable clothes, we get physical! Layers are a sensible choice as we will hopefully spend lots of time 
outside too! 

We welcome Rock & Pop specialist Chloe Du Pre on Wednesday 4th August.  

We sometimes enjoy a brief walk into Battle village during breaks. These are always accompanied by a member 
of the BAY team, and an opportunity for you to purchase snacks, or perhaps an ice-cream if it’s warm.  

Please let us know in advance regarding any allergies and medical conditions you feel we may need to be aware 
of.  

The rehearsal space and facilities will be cleaned daily, and there will be plenty of hand sanitiser and hand wash 
available. You may wish to bring your own sanitiser.  

We would normally end Inter-BAY with either a short performance or an open rehearsal. As yet, we’re not 
certain what might be permitted, so we will be in touch closer to the time when we have a clearer understanding 
of Government regulations. 

If you have any other questions, please don’t hesitate to contact us on the email below or ring Judith on 07366 
421921 

We can’t wait to see you 

Judith Colman & Travis Baker 
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